Volunteered geographic information (VGI) encourages citizens to contribute geographic data voluntarily that helps to enhance geospatial databases. VGI's significant limitations are trustworthiness and reliability concerning data quality due to the anonymity of data contributors. We propose a data-driven model to address these issues on OpenStreetMap (OSM), a particular case of VGI in recent times. This research examines the hypothesis of evaluating the proficiency of the contributor to assess the credibility of the data contributed. The proposed framework consists of two phases, namely, an exploratory data analysis phase and a learning phase. The former explores OSM data history to perform feature selection, resulting in "OSM Metadata" summarized using principal component analysis. The latter combines unsupervised and supervised learning through K-means for user-clustering and multi-class logistic regression for user classification. We identified five major classes representing user-proficiency levels based on contribution behavior in this study. We tested the framework with India OSM data history, where 17% of users are key contributors, and 27% are unexperienced local users. The results for classifying new users are satisfactory with 95.5% accuracy. Our conclusions recognize the potential of OSM metadata to illustrate the user's contribution behavior without the knowledge of the user's profile information.
Introduction
Volunteered geographic information (VGI) encourages citizens to contribute geographic data voluntarily that helps to enhance geospatial databases. A variety of VGI establishments took shape over recent years, and the one with massive response over a great extent was OpenStreetMap (OSM). OSM is mainly intended to develop a free editable base map for the whole world, acting as a potential asset to commercial or authoritative geographic data. OSM rapidly increased the volume of geographic information contributed by widely distributed users. Thus, OSM became a robust interest for researchers and practitioners focusing on its usability, benefits, and limitations. The notable change created by OSM among geographic information system (GIS) environments is extending the collection of geodata and the development of cartographic products from specialists, geographic surveyors, and cartographers to neogeographers. OSM data are produced unconventionally with richness and heterogeneity of the information collected and maintained.
The use of VGI data for productive research in the fields of routing [1] , three-dimensional (3D) modeling [2] , land-cover and land-use analysis [3, 4] , disaster monitoring [5] , urban modeling [6, 7] , and environmental visualization [8] was widely documented in recent years. Assessing the trust and reliability of diverse user-generated OSM data is equally important to support these investigations. There exist three major approaches to assess the quality of VGI as listed below.
i.
The initial approach is performing a comparative analysis of VGI and authoritative datasets of the specific region [9] . The significant drawbacks of this approach are licensing restrictions, limited data availability, and high procurement costs. Also, over the years, there arise discrepancies between data and reality due to the slow update rate of authoritative datasets. ii.
The second approach is designing participatory web-based catalogs [10] that provide a collaborative system for users and experts. Its primary focus is to publish and discover VGI and its metadata to ensure its quality. This approach is entirely user-dependent, and it requires awareness and interest among neogeographers and experts to involve and spend their time, which is unpredictable and cannot be assured all the time. iii.
The final approach is to analyze and aggregate the history and provenance of the VGI data [11] to predict quality through the evolution of the data. This approach overcomes the drawbacks as it functions on the timeliness dimension over the history of data and does not depend on any external data sources or user participation. However, it does not provide accurate measurements; instead, it is a proxy measure of data quality.
The methodologies that tend to analyze OSM quality using the history of data consider various quality measures such as reputation, content quality, credibility, trustworthiness, and local knowledge [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Many significant pieces of research also use quality indicators for quality assessment solely based on data's history. The iOSMAnalyzer framework [19] used more than 25 methods, as well as indicators within collections such as information on study area, routing and navigation, geocoding, point of interest search, map applications, and user information and behavior, for OSM quality assessment. The three widely used categories of quality indicators are [20] data-centered, socio-economic, and contributor-centric indicators. The data-centered indicators focus on coherence, consistency, and VGI metadata. The socio-economic indicators emphasize population density, social deprivation, economic reality, income, and population age. The contributor-centric indicator considers the contributor's interests, location, behavior, education, profiling, and history of contributions. The VGI metadata under data-centered indicators, in general, represent the date of observation, observation methods, equipment used, versions, feature corrections, and changes. Although it is advised to observe metadata for quality evaluation of data, the metadata content in VGI is not sufficient to describe the data. However, many approaches [21] use the metadata available with the creators during data collection or acquisition for specific applications identifying bias and assessments in VGI. In practice, metadata describing individual activities are not available for VGI, which limits the extension of quality assessment approaches for various applications. Also, substantial crowdsourcing methodologies were proposed to create VGI feature metadata using user's search terms and feature label tags [22] .
The contributor-centric indicators pave the way for assessing the quality of VGI creations through its creators. Profiling of contributors and history of contributions are a rich source of information to assess the quality of VGI data. These sources help to estimate the consistency and expertise of volunteers evaluating their performance [23] to predict some concerns about VGI quality. The temporal editing patterns and contributor characteristics help in understanding spatial quality, as demonstrated in Reference [24] using intrinsic quality metrics such as contributor density over time and contributor experience to assess the quality of contributions in OSM. The metadata about the volunteers provide some information supporting VGI quality assessment. In general, they constitute age, address, education, area of interest, and other limited descriptions. These VGI content and volunteer-based metadata are two distinct sources of information that are mutually exclusive. They provide some useful insights but do not involve more details on data credibility. Therefore, it is recommended to construct metadata from user logs to support quality evaluation procedures. The construction of metadata could be of any pattern or combination as per the requirements of the type of quality assessment carried out. The hypothesis of the proposed research is that "understanding the proficiency level of the contributor/volunteer will aid in evaluating the credibility of their VGI content". The rationale of this paper was to test this hypothesis. Wikimapia, a popular open-content collaborative mapping project, has a ranking system (http://wikimapia.org/docs/Community) for users that automatically determines experience levels for encouraging user contribution. It works as the user becomes more active with quality contributions; his experience points increase his level from regular user to advanced user. This ideology forms the motivation of our research, to identify the proficiency of the user based on their contribution behavior to characterize the resultant OSM data. Extracting meta-information about contributors and their contributions from user logs forms the basis of the assessment technique. In the case of OSM, the default OSM metadata contain a date range, a circular map accuracy standard (CMAS), and a tag value. These metadata are not sufficient to assess the credibility of OSM data. Therefore, we construct tailored metadata using extracted meta-information regarding the element, changeset. and users from OSM history to detect the user's proficiency level and, hence, predict the credibility of the contributed OSM data. By the term "proficiency", we mean the ability, skill, and extensive knowledge of a user in OSM activity. This paper accomplishes the above hypothesis from a machine learning perspective using unsupervised clustering and supervised classification techniques.
In this paper, we firstly perform feature selection on the user contribution history of the specific study region to extract necessary features that constitute user metadata. Then, the selected features are reduced using principal component analysis (PCA) for interpreting useful insights from correlation coefficients for metadata summarization. Furthermore, the application of unsupervised K-means clustering on the reduced user metadata features helps grouping users with similar contribution behavior. Finally, a supervised multi-class logistic regression classifier is designed to classify "new users" who were not involved in the earlier clustering phase and who were not familiar with the geographical study region. The user groups are formed based on their OSM activities, the amount of time they spend in OSM, and the validity of their contributions. The proposed methodology on identifying the proficiency level of OSM users using contribution history provides a valuable foundation for some research questions regarding inferences on VGI data quality, such as the following:
•
Contributors of which proficiency levels created a particular dataset of interest? • What is the state and position of OSM users in the particular geographic area of interest? • What is the average timeframe for newly registered users to be active mappers? • What type of awareness and training is needed for OSM users of the particular study area to improve the quality of OSM data? • How can inclusive participation for the growth of OSM data quality be improved?
The remaining sections are structured as follows: Section 2 illustrates the metadata descriptions that help in model development, as well as methodologies to perform exploratory data analysis and learning for investigating user proficiency level. Section 3 applies these methods to the India OSM data and discusses the results. Section 4 concludes the proposed work and suggests possible future works.
Materials and Methods
In this section, we describe our methods to analyze user contribution history of OSM data and classify the users based on contributions to predict their proficiency level from a machine learning perspective. To investigate the user contribution history, we perform feature selection to mine the user logs and summarize the OSM metadata related to element, changeset, and user. We apply unsupervised learning using centroid-based clustering, and those cluster results help us to perform supervised learning through a logistic regression classifier.
OSM Metadata Description
The OSM history can be downloaded using the Geofabrik website as .osh files containing the temporal evolution of entities such as nodes, ways or relations, changeset, number of contributions, timestamps, user identifiers (IDs), and versions. These files are processed in a python environment using OSM library tools and data handlers to parse OSM data and to make data frames out of the history file. These data frames contain a complete set of attributes that describe OSM data. These attributes relate to the user's query about the number of elements each user creates for nodes, ways, and relations, as well as the modification pattern of each user and tag values of OSM elements. Still, these attributes do not directly picture any information about data quality. In this paper, we perform aggregate functions on the OSM history to extract various features for every user based on the following: These features contain unique information about each user that could potentially describe the user's contribution behavior. The time feature group provides temporal structures that explain how users contribute through time. The modification feature group illustrates and accounts for user's modification type. The contribution feature group defines the intensity of the user contributions. The changeset feature group refers to the user modification strategy. The element feature group lists each element modification by user. Grouping of these features into various combinations yields efficient data descriptions such as element-based metadata, changeset-based metadata, and user-based metadata.
1.
Element-based metadata contain all features describing elements. These data are vast and diverse, providing useful perceptions of data quality or user contributions. Also, processing the element-based metadata requires tremendous computing resources due to their size.
2.
Changeset-based metadata contain features describing the creation, modification, and deletion of elements, hinting productive changesets that lasts longer. These data help to measure the consistency of the OSM data.
3.
User-based metadata contain features describing the user's modification timestamp, productivity, OSM editor, and other useful user descriptions. These metadata illustrate the validity of the modifications which, along with the user's temporal features, characterizes the contributions volunteered by different users.
In our study, we focus on the user-based metadata to predict the quality of OSM data through contributors by combining unsupervised and supervised learning.
Model Development
The development of a data-driven user proficiency prediction framework was carried out in two phases, namely, an exploratory data analysis phase and a learning phase. Exploratory data analysis (EDA) is used to produce metadata summarization by reducing the features in user-based metadata. The learning phase combines unsupervised and supervised learning for clustering and classifying OSM contributors. Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of the proposed model. 
Exploratory Data Analysis
The user-based metadata need feature normalization as a pre-processing step to express the features into a fixed range (0, 1) to overcome the difference in the feature magnitude. Normalization is carried out in three scenarios:
i. By representing some attributes as a percentage of other attributes, for example, calculating the number of elements created in each type such as node, way, or relation with the total number of modifications in that element type (similar operations are carried out for deletion and improvement). ii. By calculating the ratios of the number of modifications done in each element type by the total number of modifications and number of changesets edited on a specific editor by all other changesets. iii. Based on the nature of the variables, for example, the lifespan of the user which cannot exceed the lifespan of OSM. Finally, the features are scaled to bind them with the same minimum and maximum values for avoiding distortion of metadata using a simple min-max rule.
where Max is the maximum value observed in the user-based metadata feature j, and Min is the minimum value observed in the feature j. The user-based metadata contain nearly 40 features (Appendix A) comprising attributes describing discrete and temporal values for the volunteer's contribution to nodes, ways, relations, 
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where Max is the maximum value observed in the user-based metadata feature j, and Min is the minimum value observed in the feature j. The user-based metadata contain nearly 40 features (Appendix A) comprising attributes describing discrete and temporal values for the volunteer's contribution to nodes, ways, relations, and changesets.
In this paper, we perform factor analysis on the user-based metadata parsed from the user contribution history. The factor analysis expresses the observed values in the data as functions of several possible causes to identify the importance of the values. We use principal component analysis (PCA) to accomplish factor analysis for identifying patterns in the user-based metadata. PCA quantifies the data by highlighting similarities and differences. In the literature, PCA was used for dimensionality reduction in various applications. However, PCA is also suitable for research problems whose primary concern is to determine the minimum number of factors that will account for maximum variance in the data. The benefits of PCA in this research can be listed as follows:
• There exist only 40 features (Appendix A) in user metadata. Therefore, dimensionality reduction is not necessary. Still, PCA is useful for interpreting user behavior by transforming the original features into a smaller set of linear combinations.
•
The interpretation provides uncorrelated components, thereby excluding redundant information on user behavior given by subsets of features in the user-based metadata. • PCA helps to understand the relationship between the 40 features of the user-based metadata. It offers data interpretation that makes user behavior prediction and clustering more convenient.
Performing PCA before unsupervised clustering [25] provides effective data reductions, as principle components are the continuous solution for cluster membership indicators in k-means clustering.
The features are descriptive, containing user information within a set of correlated variables. PCA transforms these variables into principal components, i.e., a small set of values of uncorrelated variables that still contain most of the information.
The application of PCA to the user-based metadata results in metadata summarization, i.e. binding the contribution pattern and behavior of each user within the principal components. These principal components are interpreted to study the characteristics of the user and their contribution pattern. In our methodology, we use PCA to conclude the underlying structure of the user-based metadata. Since PCA calculates the dimensions which maximize variance, it results in compound combinations of features that best describe users.
Combining Unsupervised and Supervised Learning for User Clustering and Classification
Our foremost objective is to identify patterns in user behavior that lead us to the grouping of the users based on their proficiency. At this point, we only observe features but have no established measurements, i.e., we do not have any prior knowledge about the user groups. Hence, it is recommended to perform initial profiling on the user metadata through unsupervised clustering. We concentrate on centroid-based clustering due to its linear space and time complexity [26] . Clustering takes a corpus of observations and divides them into distinctive groups based on similarities. A notable problem with clustering is concerned with the visualization of obtained clusters. A significant solution for this is to preprocess the data using PCA (Appendix B), as discussed in the previous section. As a result, we map the user metadata into the new feature space. Upon applying the clustering algorithm to the user metadata in the feature space, we would be able to distinguish the diverse clusters better. In simple words, PCA helps to reveal clusters.
We aim to segregate user groups with similar behavior traits, but the data in hand are not explicitly labeled. Thus, we tend to use an unsupervised learning technique to perform user grouping. As PCA already reduced our complexity of correlating attributes to identify clusters, we chose the simple K-means clustering for unsupervised learning in user-based metadata. Also, the K-means clustering algorithm is well known to be flexible and straightforward. Our goal is to detect intrinsic properties of user metadata points bound within PCA components that make them fit into the same clusters. It is an iterative procedure refining the dataset to reveal different clusters with the user-defined number of clusters (K) as input parameters. The value of "K" tells the algorithm how many means or centroids is needed to account for "K" clusters. A centroid is a data point that represents the center of the cluster (the mean), and it might not necessarily be a member of the dataset. Before starting the algorithm, the optimal number of centroids or clusters (K) is unknown. The commonly used approach to estimate "K" is to measure the sum of squared errors for a different number of clusters. The "K" value is chosen such that an increase will cause a minimal decrease in the error sum, and a decrease will sharply increase the error sum. This point is known as the "elbow point", which can be used as a visual measure for defining the optimal number of clusters.
The algorithm starts with arbitrarily chosen data points as means of clusters. Iteratively, it re-calculates new means to converge toward final clustering of the user metadata. The algorithm results in final K-means that provide inference about the OSM users. The K-means algorithm (Appendix C) groups the users into various groups relating to the PCA components. Each PCA component describes the characteristics of the user using features related to user contributions in the metadata. The results of K-means provide user clusters with unique values referring to each PCA component. The highest value among the PCA components reflects the user's contribution pattern. This user clustering is carried out without any prior knowledge about the user's profile or skills. The application of the unsupervised learning technique to the contribution history of OSM users provides clear insights into the user metadata.
The combination of PCA and K-means resulted in initial clustering of users into various groups to identify their proficiency level based on contribution history. At this point of experimentation, we partially completed the development of user analysis framework. Unsupervised learning has unique merits for the clustering process, yet supervised learning is the best choice for solving real-world computation processes. In the case of OSM, identification of the user's proficiency seeks instantaneous decision-making. If we apply supervised learning directly, the manual labeling process of observing individual users in search of meaningful patterns on contributions to feed the training phase can be a tedious task. The well-known solution is performing supervised learning after detailing the data using unsupervised learning for having clear insights into user clusters. In simple words, our purpose is matching new users or any OSM user with already existing clusters, thereby combining supervised and unsupervised learning [27] for developing a user analysis-based credibility assessment framework.
The completion of the initial profiling of user metadata using K-means resulted in good understanding by detailing user contributions. Now, we can proceed to building a modeling technique for a specific strategy of classifying new OSM users based on the knowledge gained from unsupervised learning. Beforehand, there was no output variable to guide the user metadata learning process, and we explored the metadata using the K-means unsupervised clustering technique. However, now, our existing user metadata have labels for each user based on the previous study of their contribution history. Hence, we implement a supervised learning algorithm to determine the behavior of a new user entering the study region by training the model using data labels obtained previously. We can label the users based on their contribution and the labels are also user-defined according to the requirements of the problem addressed.
If a problem requires categorization of users based on their local experience, then the principal component (PC) comprising importance to the attribute local_changeset is used. It is a binary classification problem in which the user's classification falls into locally experienced and locally unexperienced (foreign users). Another convincing case is the categorization of users based on their interest toward element type, i.e., assessing a user's high degree of contribution to nodes, ways, or relations, estimating attributes such as way_modification up to date, node_modif-autocorrected, and relation_modification-improved. These problems would result in a multi-class classification problem. Likewise, after the accomplishment of exploratory data analysis and unsupervised learning as discussed above, we can design the supervised learning phase based on the study carried out and the need of the problem in hand.
In this paper, we have clusters of users having similar OSM contribution behavior, which are used to classify the new users. The term "new user" here represents a user who was not involved in the earlier clustering phase (user without labels) and who is not accustomed to the geographical study region. The same person may be an expert or a beginner in OSM mapping in a different region.
For a particular study area, the person might be a foreign user, termed as a "new user" here. When the new user contributes certain OSM elements for this region, we wanted to analyze the OSM ID's user metadata extracted from his previous contributions, thereby classifying the user within one of the previously known clusters. Based on the classified results which label the user's proficiency level, the characteristics of the data they contributed can be estimated.
We chose multiclass (multivariate) logistic regression (MLR) classifier for the accomplishment of the supervised classification of new users. Multiclass logistic regression is a classical algorithm used to predict the categorical relationship between one nominal dependent variable and more independent variables. In this research, the k-means clusters of OSM users are labeled based on their contribution pattern, reflecting their proficiency level. Later, supervised predictive analysis is carried out using MLR with thorough training and testing of user metadata to categorize new users. The training set is used to govern the parameters of the user classification model, and the testing set is used to estimate its performance. The distinctive split between the training and testing sets was 80% and 20%, respectively [28] .
The MLR Classification mechanism uses a typical workflow tracked within six stages named inputs, linear model, logits, softmax function, one-hot-encoding, and cross-entropy. All six stages of MLR workflow occur for each observation in the training metadata set.
•
The inputs to the MLR are the 40 features we have in our user metadata. A key factor to remember while applying MLR is that these features values have to be numerical. If they are not numerical, it is required to convert them using categorical data analysis. •
The linear model represents the output of the linear equation that multiplies the set of inputs with the input number of weights. The weight update takes place in the training phase.
The logits are scores obtained as outputs of the linear model. The logits are expected to change with changes in the calculated weights.
The softmax function acts as the heart of MLR. It is a probabilistic function which calculates the probabilities for the given logits. The logits with a higher value get a high probability value, and vice versa.
The one-hot-encoding method represents the target values or categorical attributes into a fixed binary representation. For all input feature sets, the resultant one-hot-encoding matrix is represented using 0 and 1 for the target class. It contains 1 for the target user class for that observation and 0s for others based on the learning assimilated from the training dataset.
The cross-entropy is the distance calculation function that calculates the similarity distance between the probabilities from the softmax function and the one-hot-encoding matrix. The distance is minimum for the correct target user class and maximum for the wrong target user class.
The MLR supervised classification helps in classifying the new OSM users in a particular study region according to features of contribution history. In this research, we combine unsupervised and supervised learning to achieve pattern recognition in user metadata. It helps us to characterize OSM data contributed by a particular OSM user without knowing any personal information about the user.
Results and Discussion
This section illustrates the experimental study carried out, along with the results obtained. In this paper, we implemented the proposed approach on OSM data of India for classifying the contributors. Figure 2 shows the boundary extent of the study region under consideration. We could build our own OSM data history for a specific region of interest using the osmium tool (https://github.com/osmcode/ osmium-tool). This tool took two input files: the OSM full history dump that contained the entire history of the OSM data sized 56 GB in pbf format (http://planet.openstreetmap.org/planet/full-history/, accessed on 15 July 2019) and a JSON configuration file that described the bounding co-ordinates' extent, output directory path, and output file format. The other two main methods for extracting OSM data are (1) defining a specific area to download the contained XML information from the OSM website using various tools, or (2) downloading freely available data in different formats through the Geofabrik website. This research adopted the latter. The OSM history dump for India contained the entire history of Indian OSM data (https://osm-internal.download.geofabrik.de/asia/india, accessed on 15 July 2019), sized 7 GB in pbf format. The history file contained numerous features describing users, elements, changesets, and modifications. The file included all versions of nodes, ways, and relations that ever existed, including deleted objects and changesets. The history file of India represented data on nearly 27,550 users. The history data represented anonymous edits with no user ID and no username, with a value of 0 for the user ID entity in the pbf file. In our experimentation, we discarded the anonymous edits to make the user analysis more transparent and accurate. At this point, we had a .pbf file for the study region containing every OSM element version through time. 921 adopted the latter. The OSM history dump for India contained the entire history of Indian OSM data (https://osm-internal.download.geofabrik.de/asia/india, accessed on 15 July 2019), sized 7 GB in pbf format. The history file contained numerous features describing users, elements, changesets, and modifications. The file included all versions of nodes, ways, and relations that ever existed, including deleted objects and changesets. The history file of India represented data on nearly 27,550 users. The history data represented anonymous edits with no user ID and no username, with a value of 0 for the user ID entity in the pbf file. In our experimentation, we discarded the anonymous edits to make the user analysis more transparent and accurate. At this point, we had a .pbf file for the study region containing every OSM element version through time. 
Feature Selection and Metadata Summarization
For ease of access and experimentation, the raw data in the given OSM history underwent a feature selection process to extract useful attributes that constitute OSM metadata to describe the data. The selection of relevant features supports efficient model construction for the user proficiency prediction from OSM history. The features in OSM history were grouped into three categories. The attributes representing element description formed element-based metadata, attributes reflecting more information on changeset formed changeset-based metadata, and attributes describing behavioral patterns formed user-based metadata. In this research, we implemented aggregation operations on these metadata to gather relevant features to know how each user contributed through time, as well as the production of changesets, modification patterns, contribution intensity, and element representations. Some of the aggregation operations are listed below.
• The OSM lifespan of the user could be evaluated using the first contribution date and last contribution date of the user. • The extraction date and first contribution date provided the number of inscription days.
• The changeset duration (in minutes) could be evaluated using the first date (starting) and last date (ending) of the changeset. • The mean of the changeset duration could be associated with the changeset quantity for each user related to user-based metadata attributes. It provided information on how many changesets the user produced in their lifespan, along with its mean duration. • The user contribution for each element could be grouped and counted. It reflected the reliability of the user in their contribution and their interest with unique elements. • OSM element versioning was determined using the first date and last date of the changeset modification. The maximum and minimum values of the versions were calculated to identify whether the current OSM element was up to date, and whether it was corrected or autocorrected, to describe the contribution intensity of users. 
•
The OSM lifespan of the user could be evaluated using the first contribution date and last contribution date of the user.
The extraction date and first contribution date provided the number of inscription days.
The changeset duration (in minutes) could be evaluated using the first date (starting) and last date (ending) of the changeset.
The mean of the changeset duration could be associated with the changeset quantity for each user related to user-based metadata attributes. It provided information on how many changesets the user produced in their lifespan, along with its mean duration.
The user contribution for each element could be grouped and counted. It reflected the reliability of the user in their contribution and their interest with unique elements. • OSM element versioning was determined using the first date and last date of the changeset modification.
The maximum and minimum values of the versions were calculated to identify whether the current OSM element was up to date, and whether it was corrected or autocorrected, to describe the contribution intensity of users.
• All modifications by the user were grouped and counted for each element type (node, way, and relation) to identify total modifications improved, deleted, updated, corrected, and autocorrected to complete user element representation.
The aggregation operations were user-defined based on the requirement of the research problem addressed. The three metadata categories were built up using these aggregation operations. Among the three metadata categories available, the user-based metadata provided more information for user classification and clustering. This phase of exploratory data analysis highly required metadata summarization using PCA. Metadata summarization is a process of identifying and encapsulating useful patterns from given metadata to direct the analytics by emphasizing the connections and variances within the attributes. To choose the number of components for PCA, we followed the rule of thumb, hereby the explained variance proportion was at least 70%. As a result, we selected seven PCA components (Figure 3 ).
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• All modifications by the user were grouped and counted for each element type (node, way, and relation) to identify total modifications improved, deleted, updated, corrected, and autocorrected to complete user element representation. The aggregation operations were user-defined based on the requirement of the research problem addressed. The three metadata categories were built up using these aggregation operations. Among the three metadata categories available, the user-based metadata provided more information for user classification and clustering. This phase of exploratory data analysis highly required metadata summarization using PCA. Metadata summarization is a process of identifying and encapsulating useful patterns from given metadata to direct the analytics by emphasizing the connections and variances within the attributes. To choose the number of components for PCA, we followed the rule of thumb, hereby the explained variance proportion was at least 70%. As a result, we selected seven PCA components (Figure 3 ). The PCA algorithm took the number of components (seven) as the input parameter. After the implementation of PCA on the user-based metadata, the information about each user was summarized within the seven user-defined PCA components. These summarization results revealed hidden information that needed further interpretation. The PCA correlation circle in Figure 4 (Figure D1 , Appendix D) represents the attributes in a two-dimensional circle with the most explained variance plotted on the horizontal axes and the second most explanatory attributes placed on the vertical axes. The PCA algorithm took the number of components (seven) as the input parameter. After the implementation of PCA on the user-based metadata, the information about each user was summarized within the seven user-defined PCA components. These summarization results revealed hidden information that needed further interpretation. The PCA correlation circle in Figure 4 ( Figure A1 , Appendix D) represents the attributes in a two-dimensional circle with the most explained variance plotted on the horizontal axes and the second most explanatory attributes placed on the vertical axes. Here, if two lines were in the same direction, the attributes were highly correlated; orthogonal lines represented unrelated attributes, and lines that were opposite in direction represented negatively related attributes.
For a better interpretation of results, we plotted them on a heatmap ( Figure 5 ). The user's contribution hidden on metadata attributes was represented within the range −1 (high negative contribution) to +1 (high positive contribution). Each feature ( Figure 5 ) had unique variance values for each principal component. These values determined the combination of features that described the principal components. This observation helped us to draw conclusions about the characteristics perceived in each principal component (Appendix D, Table A2, and Table A3 ). The PCA algorithm took the number of components (seven) as the input parameter. After the implementation of PCA on the user-based metadata, the information about each user was summarized within the seven user-defined PCA components. These summarization results revealed hidden information that needed further interpretation. The PCA correlation circle in Figure 4 ( Figure D1 , Appendix D) represents the attributes in a two-dimensional circle with the most explained variance plotted on the horizontal axes and the second most explanatory attributes placed on the vertical axes. Here, if two lines were in the same direction, the attributes were highly correlated; orthogonal lines represented unrelated attributes, and lines that were opposite in direction represented negatively related attributes.
For a better interpretation of results, we plotted them on a heatmap ( Figure 5 ). The user's contribution hidden on metadata attributes was represented within the range −1 (high negative contribution) to +1 (high positive contribution). Each feature ( Figure 5 ) had unique variance values for each principal component. These values determined the combination of features that described the principal components. This observation helped us to draw conclusions about the characteristics perceived in each principal component (Appendix D, Table D1 , and Table D2 ). After the detailed inspection of attributes variances within each principal component (PC), we briefly described the seven components as follows:
PC-1, principal component 1 (PC 1), had higher values for the following features: updated changesets, updated total modifications, updated node modifications, updated way modifications, number of way modifications created, and number of way modifications up to date. Furthermore, it had lower values for the following features: inscription days, the number of node modifications corrected, and the number of node modifications improved.
PC1 had a high concentration of node and way modifications with fewer improvements, deletions and corrections. It had a high degree of way_modifications_up to date. It had a relatively higher value for lifespan with more changesets. PC1 characterized experienced, skillful, and versatile users.
PC-2 had high values for inscription days. PC2 was strongly correlated with way and node modifications; it contained contributions by old users (inscription days), who were not productive since their inscription. Potlatch was the most used editor. PC2 provided synonymously high corrected and autocorrected contributions.
PC-3 had a negative value for inscription days. It consisted of contributions by recent users (inscription). It contained equal contributions to up to date and deleted modifications; it produced a relatively high number of way and relation modifications. PC3 represented quite active users in recent times (most used editor-android, ios).
PC-4 had a high value for the number of activity days. It corresponded to long-term users with more activity days. The editors included a wide variety right from Potlatch and Josm to Android and IOS. PC4 was impacted by relation modifications representing very productive active users and foreign users (local_changeset).
PC-5 had a high user changeset value. Changeset contributions impacted it; often, contributions were autocorrected. PC5 signaled a local, inexperienced, recent user, who was very productive in terms of elements and node modifications.
PC-6 had a marginal value for lifespan and negative values for inscription days and activity days. Relation modifications impacted it; subsequently, other users frequently corrected their modifications. PC6 was a sign of specialization to complex structures and foreign users. PC-7 had low and negative values for inscription days, lifespan, and activity days. It indicated novice users and learners with fewer activity days. It had limited contributions to way and node modifications, which were probably equal to the rate of node and way deletions.
Unsupervised Learning for User Clustering
In the previous section, the results of PCA described the user contribution pattern through the features available in the user-based metadata. Hence, each component constituted specific characteristics depicting the contribution trend. With the use of these components, we learned the contribution characteristics of an individual user. Grouping similar users without any prior labeling of user groups took place through unsupervised clustering. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, we implemented the K-means clustering algorithm on the OSM history dataset to cluster users based on the user-based metadata. The input parameter for K-means clustering was the number of clusters of the data. The elbow and silhouette methods are ideal methods for determining the optimized number of clusters. In the elbow method, for a range of values of k, we calculated the sum of squared errors for each value of k. Our goal was to achieve a minimum value for "k" with a low sum of squared errors so as to achieve robust clustering for the dataset. As shown in Figure 6 , when we plotted the sum of squared errors on a line chart, we could realize the line as an arm, and the "elbow" on the arm was the best value of k.
Similarly, the silhouette value is a measure of how similar a user is to his cluster compared to other clusters. In Figure 6 , for each value of k, the average silhouette is plotted, and the location of the maximum indicates the appropriate number of clusters. As per Figure 6 , the optimum number of clusters for our study was five. After implementing the K-means clustering with five as the user-defined number of clusters, the user clusters in the OSM user contribution history were listed out, as shown in Table 1 . 1321 defined number of clusters, the user clusters in the OSM user contribution history were listed out, as shown in Table 1 . Table 1 , for cluster "0" (C0) the value for PC5 was high; cluster "1" (C1) and cluster "4" (C4) both had high values for PC1, yet, when observing the other PC values, C1 had the second highest value for PC2, whereas C4 had the second highest value for PC7. Cluster "2" (C2) had high values for PC2; cluster "3" (C3) had a high value for PC3. None of the clusters exhibited high values for PC4 and PC6, which means that there existed no long-term very productive active users and no users specialized with complex structures for the study region. Based on these values, the clusters that represented the proficiency level of users were C0 (locally unexperienced contributors), C1 (key contributors), C2 (old one-time contributors), C3 (recent contributors), and C4 (fairly productive contributors) ( Table 2 ). 
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Total users C0
Naive local contributors
Contributors that are locally unexperienced; proposed mainly changesets
27% C1
Key contributors Skilled and versatile users; OSM key contributors 17% Figure 6 . Elbow and silhouette plots for choosing the number of clusters for K-means. Each cluster had unique values for all principal components, representing users with comparable contribution patterns. From Table 1 , for cluster "0" (C0) the value for PC5 was high; cluster "1" (C1) and cluster "4" (C4) both had high values for PC1, yet, when observing the other PC values, C1 had the second highest value for PC2, whereas C4 had the second highest value for PC7. Cluster "2" (C2) had high values for PC2; cluster "3" (C3) had a high value for PC3. None of the clusters exhibited high values for PC4 and PC6, which means that there existed no long-term very productive active users and no users specialized with complex structures for the study region. Based on these values, the clusters that represented the proficiency level of users were C0 (locally unexperienced contributors), C1 (key contributors), C2 (old one-time contributors), C3 (recent contributors), and C4 (fairly productive contributors) ( Table 2) . Table 2 . User proficiency level clusters based on contribution behavior. OSM-OpenStreetMap.
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C4
Fairly productive contributors Fairly productive users with more corrections 26% Figure 7 depicts the uneven distribution of the contributors within the India OSM history data. The clusters C0 and C4 had the maximum number of users, while C3 had the minimum number of users.
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C2
Old one-time contributors Old one-time contributors; mainly interested in way and node modifications
19% C3
Recent contributors Very close to the previous one but a more recent period during which they contributed
11% C4
Fairly productive contributors Fairly productive users with more corrections 26% Figure 7 depicts the uneven distribution of the contributors within the India OSM history data. The clusters C0 and C4 had the maximum number of users, while C3 had the minimum number of users. To conclude, based on the Indian OSM History data, there were 17% of users revealing a higher level of proficiency to provide continuous valid contributions in OSM. The data provided by these users were characterized to exhibit better credibility, as knowing the way that users contributed gave information about their ability to do so properly. Also, similar to PCA, individual users could be analyzed even after K-means clustering ( Table 3) . To conclude, based on the Indian OSM History data, there were 17% of users revealing a higher level of proficiency to provide continuous valid contributions in OSM. The data provided by these users were characterized to exhibit better credibility, as knowing the way that users contributed gave information about their ability to do so properly. Also, similar to PCA, individual users could be analyzed even after K-means clustering ( Table 3) . The users with IDs 3086, 2973, 3744, 30047, and 1399 exhibited a high value for PC2, PC6, PC1, PC2, and PC4, respectively. After the implementation of K-means clustering (Table 3) , the users represented a specific pattern with the PC values, placing them into a particular cluster. The users with IDs 3086 and 30047 exhibited similar patterns of PC values when arranged from higher to lower values of PCs; their orders were PC2, PC 6, PC 1, PC 4, PC 7, PC 5, and PC 3 and PC 6, PC 2, PC 1, PC 4, PC 7, PC 5, and PC 3, respectively. Therefore, they fell into the same cluster C2. Also the users with IDs 2973 and 1399 exhibited similar patterns of PC values when arranged from higher to lower values of PCs; their orders were PC 6, PC 4, PC 5, PC 2, PC 7, PC 3, and PC 1 and PC 4, PC 5, PC 6, PC 2, PC 7, PC 1, and PC 3, respectively. Therefore, they fell within the same cluster C0. The user with ID 3744 exhibited the pattern of cluster C1, which was in the order PC1, PC2, PC4, PC5, PC6, PC7, and PC3.
For a better illustration, we presented the manual observation of the user-based metadata of two distinct users with IDs 3086and 3744 (Appendix A). We could conclude that user 3744 had better proficiency than user 3086 based on lifespan, activity days, updated changesets, and updated total modifications. User 3086 contributed only once, while user 3744 made more contributions frequently. Thus, user 3086 was identified as an "old one-time contributor", while user 3744 was a "key contributor".
Supervised Learning for User Classification
As a result of unsupervised clustering, the various OSM users' cluster labels signifying proficiency level were naive local contributors, key contributors, old one-time contributors, recent contributors, and fairly productive contributors. Predicting their proficiency level from the evaluation of the contribution pattern in the OSM context helped in the characterization of their contributed data. The unsupervised clustering results could be used to discover user labels that paved the way for supervised learning. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, we established the classification of users using multiclass logistic regression (MLR). The requirement for classification problems in OSM user evaluation is to train the model to predict qualitative targets of contribution behavior for a particular user. For a better understanding of its need, we assumed a specific scenario where a new user arrives at a new geographic location and contributes certain elements to OSM. Before considering the user's contributed data as a source for research and analysis, the question of credibility, data quality, and trust remains unanswered. The K-means clustering provided many insights into contribution behavior and user proficiency level. Based on this study, we developed a supervised learning model which was trained using a previous OSM history dataset with class labels.
Before implementing supervised learning, it was necessary to check class balancing. In our dataset, it is clear from Table 2 that there were impressions on our dataset (India_OSM _History) that were imbalanced. To deal with our imbalanced dataset, we underwent oversampling through synthetic data generation. Our experiments used the synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE). The SMOTE algorithm generates synthetic data of a random set of minority class observations based on feature space similarities from minority samples, rather than data space to shift the bias of classifier learning toward minority classes. This technique can effectively improve the training accuracy of the supervised learning model. Thus, custom-made user-based metadata from OSM history helped to train the MLR learning model. Then, we fed the user metadata with feature values extracted from the OSM history of new users into the trained MLR classifier in the learning process. The classifier automatically classified the data into one of the predetermined contribution behavior labels. To this point, the new user's proficiency level prediction was complete. To evaluate the performance of the classifier, we ran the MLR model using 2000 sample observations from the custom-made user-based metadata. The classifier was evaluated using a confusion matrix (Table 4) , and metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and specificity were calculated (Table 5 ). From the metadata of the given 2000 users in the sample, the learning model classified 1911 users correctly within the five predefined contribution behavior user class labels and misclassified 89 users. The diagonal elements of Table 4 represent the true positive (TP) values of the MLR classifier confusion matrix. The true positives are the total number of users correctly predicted with their actual user class. True negatives are the total number of users correctly predicted to not be a part of a user class. Similarly, false positive and false negative values occurred when the actual user classes and the predicted classes contradicted each other. Using these values, we calculated the accuracy, precision, recall, and specificity of the model as follows:
Speci f icity = TN TN + FP.
The precision value was the ratio of correctly classified users to the total number of appropriately predicted users. High precision indicates that the user label with a particular user class was classified as such. The recall value, also called sensitivity, of the classification model corresponds to the true positive rate of the considered class. The high values for recall indicated that the model correctly recognized the classes. In our model, we had an average recall value of 95.53% (Table 5 ), which was slightly lower than the average precision value of 95.56%, which means that the classifier was conservative when classifying the users with an incorrect user class. Also, the average specificity, also known as the true negative rate, was 98.88%, indicating that the MLR model fit the given data well. Also, 95.5% overall accuracy was found to be entirely satisfactory. The values of precision and recall reflected the benefits of balancing the class observations using synthetic data generation. Overall, the results of supervised learning provided a solution to the research hypothesis.
The proposed data-driven model through machine learning methods contributed to the intrinsic quality assessment of VGI. This model is a comprehensive approach that performs analytics over meta-information extracted from OSM history. It does not put forth any quality measures or indicators, as it operates only using the contribution data available in the OSM API. The results of the model demonstrate the various user contribution patterns and user behaviors that help in profiling the user's proficiency level. The outcome of the methodology is consistent with some discussions in the literature; however, different phenomena may arise when used in other geographic regions where diverse OSM users exist. Overall, the combination of unsupervised and supervised learning provides the potential to reveal all possible combinations of features to explore varied contribution patterns and user behaviors for different use cases.
Conclusions and Future Directions
According to our study on OSM data in India, the data comprise more contributions from naïve local contributors and fairly productive users. Thus, there is a need for awareness among users in India about the benefits of OSM. The most significant benefit of OSM in a highly populated country like India would be for surveying and humanitarian mapping during emergencies. There is a requirement for more video tutorials in tracing, merging the two ways of routing and addressing. These video tutorials should address the complexity of India's map where streets and avenues look tangled in grids. The tutorials should help the OSM users to handle constant movement in points of interest, road geometry, one-way roads, and building profiles, which are typical in India. The current scenario illustrates 17% proficient users and 30% one-time and recent contributors. It diffuses the reliable estimation of the average timeframe for the transition from registered users to active mappers. Making user communities involving all the five classes with similar neighborhoods would eventually achieve inclusive participation.
This paper presented a comprehensive data-driven approach for exploring the potential of OSM metadata to predict user proficiency based on their contribution behavior. Exploratory data analysis acted as the foundation of the framework upon which we built the unsupervised and supervised learning models. Furthermore, the combination of unsupervised and supervised learning within the model made it more innovative at this early stage of metadata-based analysis in OSM research. The unsupervised learning aided in identifying potential subclasses of users, while supervised learning assisted in building a model for better prediction. By identifying the proficiency level of contributors, the users of OSM can make better-informed decisions based on the characteristics of the data contributed by the user. In addition to Reference [29] , we evaluated the contribution behavior beyond changeset data, by structuring all features of OSM history into metadata for assessing the contributors using machine learning techniques. These features distinguish our work from previous OSM quality studies. Our approach describes the use of algorithms to examine user proficiency level in an anonymous OSM context without personalized knowledge about individual users.
This study can be extended to identify whether the quality of OSM users and data is related to the user's familiarity with the area using the classification results and profile information. Although the techniques discussed in this paper are persuasive, subsequently, their combination with quality indicators and reference datasets will improve the interpretation of OSM data quality. In the future, the model can be enhanced using deep learning to enrich the clarity and accuracy of user proficiency assessment. This research is a preliminary study on implementing learning techniques to assess the OSM data credibility through users' contribution behavior in a limited geographic area. The study can be extended to assess users globally using OSM's planet history data, labeling all OSM users accordingly. Global analysis requires high computational resources, more time, and additional aggregations for accurate assessment of users. Global assessment would pave the way for interesting GUI research, allowing the creation of plugins for graphical indications in the user's profile based on their user proficiency level class label, as discussed in this study. In addition to this, using five different colors to represent the five different clusters of users who contributed could help distinguish the OSM elements created by various OSM users. This graphical enhancement would visually help to immediately determine the characteristics of the OSM elements. The proposed model can help to discover and identify specific patterns and important behaviors of users in VGI. This knowledge about the users could be used to notify personalized tutorials and guidelines for them to improve the quality of their contributions, thereby supporting inclusive participation in VGI.
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